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Abstract: The E-LISA research project, under way within the Clean Sky 2 framework, has the objective
of developing an innovative iron bird dedicated to executing tests on the landing gear of a small
aircraft transport equipped with an electro-mechanical landing gear and electrical brake. Such tests
include the simulation of complete landing procedures under different operating conditions such
as runway friction, presence of periodical defects along the runway, variable aircraft weight, and
approach speed. To this end, the iron bird requires novel solutions in both its architecture and its
control scheme. This paper details an innovative solution that is being implemented in the E-LISA
iron bird to enable the execution of tests on a landing gear, reproducing the effects of any type of
runway irregularity. First, the rig architecture is presented in detail, with particular care toward
the hybrid position/force control system that manages its operations. Then, a simulation model
is introduced with the objective of verifying the control system stability and the test rig capability
to reproduce on the test articles the effects produced on the landing gear leg of periodical runway
irregularities. Simulations results are presented, highlighting the stability of the proposed control
scheme and providing a preliminary assessment of the system performances.
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1. Introduction
The E-LISA research project, under way within the Clean Sky 2 framework, has
the objective of developing an innovative iron bird dedicated to executing tests on the
landing gear of a small aircraft transport equipped with an electro-mechanical landing gear
and electrical brake. The E-LISA iron bird consists of a multi-functional intelligent test
facility integrating hardware and software, allowing all the tests and analyses perceived
as fundamental to be performed to demonstrate the maturity of an electro-mechanical
landing gear, hence paving the way for its implementation in a small passenger aircraft and
will include prognostics and health management (PHM) functionalities for the electrical
brake system. Such tests include the simulation of complete landing procedures under
different operating conditions such as runway friction (wet/dry), presence of waving and
irregularities along the runway, variable aircraft weight, and approach speed.
The development and certification process of landing gear systems involves the characterization and analysis of several components, often tested separately on different test
benches. A test rig dedicated to the study of the fatigue behavior of a landing gear is
reported in [1], while a hydraulic solution to execute the drop-test is reported in [2]. In [3],
the authors present the implementation of a high-dynamics force control loop to test the
actuation system of a main landing gear within the M-346 iron bird. In [4], the authors
performed the experimental validation of a simulation model of a landing gear leg through
a comparison with the results obtained with a dedicated experimental setup. In this work,
the landing gear leg, complete with braking system, was mounted horizontally and pressed
with a pre-defined force set against a rotating cylinder to evaluate the performance of the
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anti-skid system. Literature on the development of PHM systems for landing gear legs is
thus far limited to preliminary simulation studies for the actuation system [5], or to certain
components of the electrical brakes [6], while a preliminary comparative analysis of datadriven methods was reported in [7]. The proposed iron bird is set to provide meaningful
experimental data by collecting signals difficult to extract from the currently in-service
aircraft. To this end, the E-LISA iron bird is able to reproduce fully comprehensive test
scenarios and conditions, following the workflow described in [8]. Such scenarios include
the dynamic representation of the loads on the landing gear actuator and of aircraft velocity
during the entire landing phase as well as taxi and take-off, aircraft inertia and weight, lift
and drag forces acting on the aircraft during landing, taxiing, and take-off, and real contact
between the landing gear wheel and runway. This last subject is of particular importance
to determine the expected aircraft behavior during take-off and landing procedures [9].
In [10], the authors provide an evaluation of the effects that the most common runway
defects have on the contact between thee wheel and pavement, while an analysis on the
effects of pavement anti-skid properties is provided in [11]. With specific reference to the
last topic, an important condition to be explored is the effect of runway irregularities on
the landing gear while the aircraft is moving on the runway at different speeds. Such
functionalities are not usually present in classic test-bench architecture, which are usually
not concerned with the simulation of the aircraft dynamics during the landing procedure.
The aim of reproducing such dynamic behavior has a cascade effect on the test bench
architecture, fostering the introduction of a software-in-the-loop approach typical of iron
birds where the aircraft behavior is simulated in real time to compute the load pattern
applied to the landing gear during the test. The runway is reproduced in the iron bird by a
rotating cylinder with a large diameter, whose tip velocity is equal to that of the aircraft,
and the contact force between simulated runway and landing gear wheel is generated by a
hydraulic force control system, with the contact force continuously modulated as a function
of aircraft conditions (weight, speed, attitude, etc.). The effect of runway irregularities is
reproduced by superimposing fluctuations of the controlled force, which are a function
of the irregularities and of the aircraft operating conditions to the progressively varying
contact force resulting from the variation in aircraft speed and attitude during landing. A
dedicated algorithm computes the instantaneous force command, and a highly responsive
force control system generates the required contact force. The paper first details the test
bench architecture and its control system, highlighting the innovative solutions employed
to meet the program objective. The simulation model prepared to evaluate the system
behavior is then presented in detail and used to study the control system stability and its
expected performances for different combinations of command frequency and amplitude.
The dynamic model was also used to obtain the dynamic requirements that the test-bench
must meet to be capable of reproducing the effects of periodical runway irregularities on the
landing gear. The expected performances were then compared against these requirements
with nominal and increased aircraft weight, finally leading to the preliminary assessment
of the test-bench capabilities.
2. Materials and Methods
The E-LISA iron bird is currently under development following a model-based design approach, where a high-fidelity dynamic model of the rig was prepared in MATLAB/Simulink to support the choice of its components, define its control system, and
allow the preliminary study of its performances. This paragraph details the test-bench
architecture and presents the employed control system, with particular care toward the
novel solutions employed to meet the program ambitions. The dynamic model employed
to represent the expected behavior of the test rig is then presented and its most significant
features discussed.
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2.1. Test-Bench Architecture
The iron bird, whose schematic is depicted in Figure 1, is based upon a fixed mechanical structure and a moving platform integral with the landing gear leg, complete with a
wheel and electrical brake. The platform slides along low friction vertical guides according
to the force provided by an electro-hydraulic servoactuator. A 160 L/min three-stage
servovalve is used to control the flowrates according to the commands provided by the test
rig control system. A calibrated by-pass orifice connects the two hydraulic lines serving
the actuator to improve the dynamic response of the force-controlled system. The sensor
suite includes one linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) sensor monitoring the
hydraulic actuator travel, and a load cell measuring the force exchanged between the actuator and the moving platform. The hydraulic power necessary for the actuator operation is
provided by a dedicated power generation unit operating at 207 bar.

Figure 1. Iron bird schematics.

The contact between the landing gear wheel and the runway is represented through
a runway simulator, a rotating disk, connected to a selected number of inertia disks,
representative of the aircraft inertia, through a gearbox. The diameter of the rotating
cylinder is to be representative of the expected linear speed of the aircraft along the runway
during the landing procedure and must be higher than the wheel diameter. The gearbox
is interposed to significantly reduce the mass and the encumbrance of the flywheels, the
number of which can be increased or decreased to scale-up or -down the weight of the
simulated aircraft. The runway simulator was designed with the possibility to change the
external coating to allow for a change in the friction coefficient between the wheel and
rotating disk, while a sprinkler can be activated to reproduce the wet-runway conditions.
An electric motor is used to accelerate the runway simulator up to the angular frequency
corresponding to the aircraft horizontal speed given the diameter of the rotating disk.
The iron bird operation is managed by an engineering test station (ETS), which accepts
the inputs from a central control unit (CCU) that in turn receives the commands from
an operator via a user interface. As depicted in Figure 2, both the input data and the
rig signals are sent to a dedicated computer running the real-time (RT) simulation of the
aircraft conditions. The control system was designed to combine a position control loop to
descend the moving platform until the wheel makes contact with the runway simulator
and a force control loop to simulate the effects of the landing procedure on the landing gear
leg. The real-time simulation was based upon three modules: the aircraft dynamics module
receives as input the linear speed of the runway simulator and computes the expected
position of the vehicle along the runway, along with the forces exchanged between the
airframe and the landing gears. The runway module is used to generate the contact surface
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at the interface between the wheel and the runway, allowing for the introduction of waving
or pavement irregularities. Finally, real-time landing gear models are used to link the
aircraft with the runway and compute the force that must be imposed by the hydraulic load
actuator (HLA) to replicate the aircraft behavior foreseen by the aircraft real-time model in
the article.

Figure 2. Iron bird control structure.

2.2. Control System
Control of the moving platform is obtained through a combination of a basic control
loop, regulating the force exerted by the hydraulic actuator, and a modulating control loop,
which is used to manage the moving platform approach and retrieval at the beginning
and at the end of each test. The general architecture of the two control loops and their
interactions are described in Figure 3. The basic control loop implements a closed loop
force control that compares the vertical force command with the actual force exerted by
the HLA measured by the load cell installed on the test rig. A force error is then obtained
and processed by a suitable control law, thus generating a control signal for the three-stage
servovalve. Before reaching the servovalve, this signal is limited by a dynamic saturation
block, where the upper and lower bounds are defined by the modulating control loop.

Figure 3. Schematics of the test rig control system.

To better understand the reasoning behind the control scheme, let us consider the
test rig starting conditions. At the beginning of each test, the hydraulic actuator is fully
extended, and a command is given to bring the landing gear wheel in contact with the
runway simulator. In these conditions, three inputs are given to the hydraulic actuator
control system. A force command equal to the force required at the initial contact between
the landing gear wheel and ground is computed by the aircraft simulator computer. Then,
a position demand equal to an actuator position lower than the one corresponding to the
contact between the landing gear wheel and runway simulator is obtained; the actuator is
hence commanded to move beyond what can be physically attainable. Finally, a velocity
set that establishes the actuator lowering velocity is required. As long as there is no contact
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between the landing gear wheel and runway simulator, the error of the force control loop is
large, and a maximum control valve command is thus generated. This would cause a fast
acceleration of the hydraulic actuator, which is, however, prevented because the modulating
control loop limits the maximum value of the servovalve control current in a way that
maintains the actuator velocity at the value established by the ramp generator. This process
continues until the landing gear wheel touches the runway simulator. When the landing
gear wheel makes contact with the runway simulator, the actuator movement stops, and
the position error increases. The control valve saturation limit consequently reaches the
maximum and the force developed by the actuator increases to the value established by the
force command. For the remainder of the test, the control valve saturation limit remained at
the maximum and the basic control loop performed the continuous force control according
to the force commands received from the aircraft simulation computer. An opposite process
takes place at the end of the test to raise the landing gear assembly.
The control law for the modulating control loop is shown in Figure 4. Since this loop is
active only during the ascent/descent portion of the test, there are no strict requirements on
its dynamic performance, and a simple first-order transfer function with saturation is used.

Figure 4. Control law of the modulating control loop.

The control law for the basic control loop is instead depicted in Figure 5. The employed architecture implements a force control system similar to those provided in other
demanding applications such as iron birds for flight control systems [12,13] and test rigs for
actuators under PHM experimentation [14]. The control law is based upon a modified PID
controller, where the integral contribute K I /s is computed on the error between the force
set Fc and force feedback Fz , while both the proportional (K p ) and the derivative (K D s)
signals act directly on the feedback, while a feedforward (K F ) of the force command is
added to improve the system dynamics. As described in Equation (1), a feedforward signal
of the time derivative of the force command, saturated between zero and a maximum value,
is then used in conjunction with the fixed gain K0 to increase the system response to quick
variations of the set by increasing the voltage Vx applied to the servovalve coils.


K

Vx = Fc − Fz I + K F Fc − (K P + K D s) Fz Kx s Fc + K0
(1)
s

Figure 5. Control law of the force control loop.

For this specific application, the actuator velocity and acceleration compensations may
not be necessary and are provisionally not proposed, although present in the scheme; as
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the project development continues, more refined data on the parameters of the test rig and
of the equipment under test will become available.
2.3. Force Command Generator
The force command generator links the test rig with the control system, allowing the
definition of the hardware-in-the-loop architecture of the test rig. As stated in Section 2.1,
the force command generator is comprised of three modules: a simplified aerodynamic
model of the aircraft; the dynamic representation of the landing gears; and a runway model.
The aircraft dynamics can be described according to the two-dimensional representation
depicted in Figure 6. The model is prepared to solve the vertical dynamics of the system,
along with the rotation around the pitch axis as:



..

− ∑ FMLG,i − FNLG − W + L cosϑy + Lt cosϑy + Tsinϑy − Dsinϑy = m air z
i

..

 −W Y cosϑ − W X sinϑ − T H + D H − L H − L H − F
y
y
t
D
L
T
Lt
G
G
NLG H NLG = Iy,air ϑy

(2)

where FMLG,i is the force exerted by each leg of the main landing gear (MLG) and the
analogous FNLG of the nose landing gear (NLG). L and Lt are the lift components due
to the wing and the tail; D is the drag force; and T the engine thrust. The aircraft mass
is m air , while Iy is its moment of inertia. The parameters HT,L,Lt are the distances of the
application points of each considered force from the MLG leg. L air is the aircraft pitch,
while ( XG , YG ) are the center of mass coordinates with respect to the MLG. The model
assumes symmetric loading conditions on the two legs of the main landing gear and a
null roll angle. Being a two-dimensional model, the NLG steering is not represented. The
aerodynamic actions are computed through the aerodynamic coefficients of lift (CL ,CLt )
and drag (CD ), the data for which were provided by the industrial partners of the project
as a function of the aircraft attitude:

2
 L = CL (t) Awing v
L T = CLt (t) Atail v2
(3)

D = CD (t) Adrag (t)v2

Figure 6. Two-dimensional model of the aircraft dynamics.

Each force is proportional to the area of the aerodynamic surface of interest, function
of the aircraft attitude, and to the square of the horizontal speed of the aircraft along
the runway v. On the test rig, this signal is derived from the angular frequency of the
runway simulator and used as input to the aerodynamic mode. The presence of surface
irregularities on the runway is modeled as a vertical movement of the pavement function
of the position of the simulated aircraft along the runway. At first, only periodical runway
irregularities were considered and thus have been introduced according to the sinusoidal
law hereby provided, where L0 is the irregularities pitch and X0 their amplitude.


v
xrw = X0 sin 2 π
t
(4)
L0
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2.4. Test Rig Simulation Model
To simulate the test bench behavior under a variety of operating conditions, a nonlinear mathematical model representative of the test-bench dynamics was prepared.
The test bench was first divided into a selected number of functional subsystems. The
test bench software comprised the real-time model used to simulate the aircraft landing,
which was responsible for the definition of the command issued to the test bench and for the
control of the moving platform, and the control system, which implemented the position
and force control law. On the hardware side, it is possible to identify the electro-hydraulic
servo actuator, the moving platform and test article assembly, the runway simulator, and
the braking system of the landing gear. The model of both the command generator and
the control system followed the equations and block schemes provided in Section 2.2. A
simple transport delay model was added to represent the effects of the computational time
over the test bench dynamics. The model of the electro-hydraulic actuator was prepared in
accordance with the high-fidelity representation provided in [15], where the dynamics of
the servovalve, the cylinder, and the supports are represented without resorting to black
box modeling. The internal parameters of the servovalve model were tuned to mimic
the expected characteristics of the considered model as provided by the manufacturer’s
catalogue. The displacement of the rod x a was obtained as a function of the pressure drop
across the chambers ( p1 − p2 ), itself dependent on the balance between the flowrates Q1
and Q2 exchanged between the actuator and the servovalve.







p1 Ac,1 −





.

β
dp1
V0 + Ac,1 x a dt
.
dp
β
Q2 + Ac x + Ql,i + Qbp = V0 − Ac,2 xa dt2
.
.
.
p2 Ac,2 − Ff r − γ x a − k mp ( x a − z) − cmp
q xa − z − m a g
2( p1 − p2 )
Qbp = sign( p1 − p2 )Cd ( Re) Abp
ρ

Q1 − Ac xa − Ql,i − Qbp =

..

= ma xa

(5)

where Ql,i is the flow rate lost due to internal leakage. Qbp is instead the flow through the
by-pass orifice, computed as a function of the pressure drop across the actuator chambers,
the area of metering section Abp and the discharge coefficient, dependent on the local
Reynolds number, Cd . The trust areas of the two chambers are assumed equal to Ac,1
and Ac,2 , respectively, while the bulk modulus and the chamber volume at mid stroke
are addressed by β and V0 . The bulk modulus is computed as a function of the fluid
temperature and air fraction, assumed to be respectively equal to 40 ◦ C and 0.5% in the
preliminary analysis. Friction forces due to contact between the sealing elements and the
cylinder Ff r can be computed according to [4], while γ is the viscous friction coefficient.
Finally, we address with z the vertical displacement of the moving platform and with k mp ,
cmp the stiffness and the damping coefficient of the attachments, respectively. Considering
the two attachments equal, the dynamic equilibrium of the cylinder can be obtained as
.
. 
..
p2 Ac,2 − p1 Ac,1 − Ff r − γ x c − k mp ( xc ) − cmp x c − mc g = m x c
(6)
where xc is the cylinder movement. The attachments on both sides of the actuator were
modeled as viscoelastic components to account for their deformation. The vertical dynamics
of the assembly including the moving platform and the test article were modeled according
to the scheme provided in Figure 7. In the absence of a detailed mass breakdown, the
moving platform is connected to the mass m, representative of the single landing gear
(LG) leg, by a non-linear spring-damper element representative of the shock-absorber.
On the other side, the eventual viscoelastic contact between the LG tires and the runway
simulator is represented. The dynamic equilibrium of the moving platform can then be
represented considering the following equation, where yleg is the vertical displacement of
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∗ is the preload
the leg, while k leg and cleg are the shock absorber stiffness and damping. Fleg
of the shock absorber.


.

.
.
.
k mp ( x a − z) + cmp x a − z + k mp yleg − z + cmp yleg − z − mmp g
(7)
..
= mmp z

Figure 7. Schematics of the test rig assembly model.

The shock absorber characteristics are known and provided by the landing gear
supplier. Similarly, the vertical dynamics of the leg can be represented as follows:







.

.
..
∗ +c
 k leg xleg − yleg + ct x. leg − y.
− k mp yleg − z + Fleg
= mleg yleg
mp yleg − z
leg


.





(8)
.
.
..
∗ − c x.

k t xleg − xrw + ct x leg − xrw − k leg xleg − z − Fleg
leg − z = mw x leg
where k t and ct are the stiffness and damping coefficient representative of the tire-runway
simulator contact, respectively, while xleg and xrw are respectively the vertical displacement
of the wheel and that of the runway simulator, by default equal to zero. The wheel
mass is mw . Please note that the force exerted by the contact between the tire and the
rotating cylinder can only apply a compressive load on the leg. The characteristics of the
tire are derived from data provided by the industrial partners. The rotational dynamics
of the wheel
can 
be described
according
to the free-body diagram of Figure 8. With



.

.

Fn = k t xleg − xrw + ct x leg − xrw , the vertical force exchanged between the wheel and
the runway simulator, with Ft = Fn µ the friction force and with urw the rolling friction
parameter, function of the wheel angular frequency, and of the tire pressure [16], we
can obtain:


.
.
..
Dw 
Fn µ
− xleg − xrw sign(λ) − Fn utanhϑw − cw ϑw − Tbrk = Iw ϑw
(9)
2

where ϑw is the wheel rotation in [rad]; Iw is the moment of inertia of the wheel assembly; Dw its diameter; and cw is the viscous friction coefficient roughly representative
of the dissipation in the wheel supports. The friction coefficient µ is evaluated according to the Burckhardt model [17] as a function of the slip factor between the wheel and
runway simulator.
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Figure 8. Free-body diagram of the wheel–runway simulator interaction.

The runway simulator is modeled as a cylinder, where the moment of inertia Irw is
representative of the mass of the decelerating aircraft. Although the chosen configuration
is different, the effects of the adoption of a geared solution over the system behavior are
negligible since they only interest the acceleration phase of the cylinder and the eventual
activation of the emergency brake. Both the process of accelerating the cylinder up to
the required speed and that of decelerating the runway simulator down until a complete
stop due to the activation of the emergency brake are expected to be fairly long processes
and thus not suitable for simulation through a complex model of the test bench. As such,
by defining the diameter of the runway simulator with Drw , it is possible to express its
rotational dynamics as follows:

− Fn µ

.
.
..
Drw
sign(λ) − Fn utanhϑrw − crw ϑrw = Irw ϑrw
2

(10)

Within the simulation model, the runway simulator is brought to the required speed
by means of a simplified speed control loop, which is then disconnected as a non-zero
position command is issued to the moving platform.
2.5. Test-Article Simulation Model
The E-Brake system is made of four electro-mechanical actuators (EMAs) controlled
in force and acting in parallel on a disk brake. The functional scheme of the system is
reported in Figure 9. Each actuator is driven by a brushless-DC motor connected to the
braking pad though a gearbox and a ballscrew each. Each actuator was equipped with
a dedicated load cell used to measure the exerted force and close the force control loop.
The model of the actuators control system was similar to that of the testbench, where a
sequence of proportional-integrative controllers operated on the force control loop and
the current control loop of each brushless motor. The sensor suit was modeled through
second order transfer functions replicating the expected dynamics of the load cell and
of the Hall-effect sensors employed to monitor the angular position of the brushless-DC
rotor. The simulation of the measure chain is completed with the model of the employed
A/D converters. The dynamic model of each EMA is derived from the simulation models
previously employed for prognostic activities on flight control systems [18]. The electronic
power converter was modeled as a three-phase inverter with pulse width modulation
(PWM) following the functional modeling provided in [19]. An initial value of 10 kHz was
chosen for the carrier frequency of the PWM modulator. The electrical dynamics of the
motor can be described according to a streamlined three-phase model of the system.

[Va,b,c ] = [Ra,b,c ( Tw )][i a,b,c ] + [L( Tw )]

d
d
[i a,b,c ] + [φa,b,c (ϑel )]
dt
dt

(11)

where [Ra,b,c ] is the electric resistance matrix, the elements of which depend on the windings’ temperature ( Tw ). [L] is the inductance matrix, accounting for self-induction and
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mutual induction phenomena, along with the effect of magnetic flux dispersion. Finally,
[φa,b,c ] is the concatenated magnetic flux provided by the permanent magnets, function of
the electrical angle (ϑel ). The torque at the motor shaft, and thus the dynamic equilibrium
of the rotor, can be computed as:

∑

a,b,c



.
.
. 
..
dφ
i a,b,c − cϑm − k m ϑm − ϑgb − cm ϑm − ϑ gb = Im ϑm
dt

(12)

where ϑm is the motor rotation, while ϑgb is the angular position of the gear shaft and Im
is the moment of inertia of the rotor. The parameters k m and cm represent the torsional
stiffness of the motor shaft and its associated damping. The gear pair is described within
the test bench model as a rotational mass–spring–damper system, thus leading to the
following equation


.
h 

.
. i
. 
k m ϑm − ϑgb + cm ϑm − ϑ gb − τ1 k gb ϑgb − ϑrs + c gb ϑ gb − ϑrs − T f r,gb
(13)
..
= Igb ϑ gb
where τ is the transmission ratio; T f r,gb is the friction torque, while ϑrs is the angular
position of the rotating part of the screw. The friction torque is computed as the sum of three
components: one dependent on the acting load, one related to the viscous friction, and a
drag torque component. The power-screw is modeled as two-degrees of freedom elements,
where the rotating part is connected to the translating element through a viscoelastic
element. Defining the position of the translating portion of the screw pertaining to the i-th
actuator with xrs,i , it becomes possible to describe the brake dynamics. The force provided
by each actuator Fn,i to the brake disks is modeled as a viscoelastic backlash, where no
force is exerted until contact is made. Addressing the stiffness and the preload of the return
spring with k eb and F ∗ , respectively, it is possible to evaluate the braking torque acting
on the landing gear wheel as a function of the translating mass of the brake disks meb , its
.
translation xeb , and the angular speed of the wheel ϑ w as:
.

(
Tbrk

Thbrk = feb Fn ↔ ϑw i
6= 0

. 
∗ F , F µ Dw − x
= min f eb
−
x
sign(λ) − Fn utanhϑw
n n
rw
leg
2

(14)

∗ are the friction coefficients under sliding and adhering conditions. λ is
where f eb and f eb
the slip parameter, computed as the ratio between the horizontal speed of the aircraft along
the runway (the linear speed of the runway simulator in the test rig) and linear velocity
of the landing gear tires. The brake system features an anti-skid logic that modulates the
braking force command depending on the required slip factor, chosen as a function of the
runway conditions.
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Figure 9. Schematics of the E-Brake system.

3. Results
The non-linear model of the test rig was implemented in MATLAB/Simulink and used
to evaluate the performances of the control system and to study its capability to replicate the
effects of the presence of different kinds of runway irregularities under different operating
conditions.
3.1. Control Stability and Performances
The only purpose of the position control loop is to manage the moving platform at
the start and at the end of each test, conceding priority to the force control loop during
the landing test procedure. During these phases, the system is commanded through slow
position ramps, with the sole purpose of limiting the descent speed of the moving platform,
thus removing the need for strict requirements over its dynamic performance. The force
control loop is critical to the system behavior and is thus studied in detail. The selected
gains of the force control loop provide sufficient stability margins. As depicted in Figure 10,
the gain margin Gm can be estimated as 25.6 dB, while the phase margin Φm is equal to
82.7◦ , which are well above the usual requirements of 6 dB and 60◦ , respectively.
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Figure 10. Open loop frequency response of the force control system.

The closed loop response of the force control system is depicted in Figure 11 as a
function of the command amplitude. The bandwidth, defined as the frequency associated
with a closed loop gain equal to −3 dB, is heavily dependent on the amplitude of the
force command imposed on the system, reaching 8.9 Hz for a ±5 kN sinusoidal set while
falling below 1 Hz for command amplitudes higher than 40 kN. The system exhibits the
tendency to slightly overshoot within frequency ranges dependent on the command itself.
However, these peaks are deemed acceptable since they are modest in value, lower than 1
dB, and mostly affect the low-amplitude commands, tending to disappear as the command
amplitude rises.

Figure 11. Close loop frequency response for the force control system—mean value of 0 kN.

To better highlight the test bench capabilities, the maximum amplitude of the force
exerted by the hydraulic actuator was compared with the amplitude of the sinusoidal
load acting on the landing gear leg due to runway irregularities with varying frequency of
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occurrence and different amplitudes X0 in Figure 12. Since the frequency of the dynamic
load due to the sinusoidal runway irregularities depends on the aircraft speed along the
runway, the test bench must be able to provide a force at least equal to the required one
for the entire frequency range representative of the aircraft operating conditions. For
example, to reproduce the landing of an aircraft approaching the runway with an expected
horizontal speed of 60 m/s in the presence of periodical irregularities with 10 m pitch and
given amplitude, the test rig must be able to generate, on the landing gear, a sinusoidal
force at least equal to the required one for the whole frequency range up to 6 Hz. The most
critical conditions occur in correspondence of the first resonant frequency of the landing
gear leg, which occurs in the proximity of 2.25 Hz. As depicted in Figure 12, the test bench
is expected to reproduce a maximum amplitude of periodical runway irregularities equal
or lower than 6 mm. Higher amplitude irregularities can still be reproduced, provided
that the ratio between the aircraft speed and the waving pitch causes force oscillations at
lower frequencies. For example, irregularities with 20 mm amplitudes can be successfully
replicated if their frequency drops below 1.67 Hz, which corresponds to a waving pitch of
35.9 m for an aircraft approaching the runway with a horizontal speed of 60 m/s. Figure 13
details the operating envelope of the test rig, depicting for several values of runway waving
amplitude X0 and the minimum pitch L that allows its representation on the iron bird.
Such an envelope means that the test bench is capable of describing runways with an
International Roughness Index (IRI) higher than 2 mm/m, which is usually considered the
threshold value for pavements in good conditions. Moreover, the test bench is also able to
reproduce, in most instances, the effects of runways with IRI higher than 3.5 mm/m, which
is conventionally assumed as the threshold value for failed pavements [20].

Figure 12. Verification of the test bench capability to reproduce periodical runway irregularities.
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Figure 13. Test bench capability to reproduce periodical runway irregularities: minimum pitch (L) vs.
waving amplitude (X0).

3.2. Landing Test Simulation
To best demonstrate the expected test bench behavior and to study its projected performances in the time domain, several simulations mirroring the test procedures defined for
the physical test rig were performed, starting with the representation of landing conditions
on a dry and perfectly plane runway. The simulation considered an aircraft of total mass at
landing around 6 tons, approaching the runway with a relative horizontal speed of 55 m/s,
which are the most probable landing conditions for the considered vehicle.
As depicted in Figure 14, the test begins by supplying a positive force command to
the force control loop and a set signal equal to zero to the position control loop, both of
which are needed to balance the combined weight of the landing gear leg, the hydraulic
actuator rod, and the moving platform itself. At the same time, the runway simulator is
accelerated through a dedicated electric motor, until its tip speed reaches the value coherent
with the desired horizontal speed at landing. Please be mindful that this particular phase is
expected to require a few minutes due to the high resistance opposed by the inertia disks
and was artificially accelerated in the simulations. Once the descent command is provided,
the real-time aircraft model is activated and begins to provide the force set as defined in
Section 2, causing the slow descent of the moving platform. After contact is made between
the wheel and the runway simulator, the position set is quickly brought to a value to
negate the effects of the position control loop over the force regulation, thus allowing the
system test rig to apply the load calculated by the real-time aircraft model. In response to a
dedicated command provided by the iron bird control unit, the electromechanical brakes
are engaged and start decelerating the runway simulator. The dynamics of this process

is depicted in Figure 15, where the behavior of the quadrature currents iq1 , iq2 , iq3 , iq4 of
the four electric motors acting on the E-Brake system can be observed. The delay between
the braking command and the effective brake engagement is due to the dynamics of the
electro-mechanical actuators and the need to cover the initial gap separating the brake’s
pads from the brake’s disks. The resultant braking force is then modulated by the anti-skid
system to avoid the wheel blockage until the runway simulator is brought to a standstill.
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Figure 14. Landing test simulation: moving platform descent and wheel/runway simulator
touchdown.

Figure 15. Landing test simulation: brake engagement and aircraft deceleration.

3.3. Simulation of a Landing Test in Presence of Runway Irregularities
To address the test rig capability of representing the effects of periodical runway
irregularities on the landing gear system within the time domain, the same landing test
simulations performed for ideal runway conditions were repeated in the presence of
sinusoidal runway irregularities. The same initial conditions such as the aircraft mass at
landing and the horizontal speed at touchdown were applied. Results from a simulation
performed considering periodical irregularities of amplitude equal to ±5 mm and 10 m
pitch are presented in Figures 16 and 17. In these simulations, the aircraft approached the
runway with a 60 m/s horizontal speed, and the simulation runway irregularities were
added at a pre-defined time instant to highlight their effects on the test rig behavior. As
shown in Figure 16, the force exerted by the HLA closely followed the force command
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provided by the real-time model of the aircraft from the onset of the runway irregularities
onward. As the test progresses, the braking action decelerates the runway simulator, where
tip speed is continuously monitored by the real-time model of the aircraft. As the simulated
aircraft slows down, the frequency of the dynamic force representative of the effects of the
runway irregularities decreases, falling in the proximity of the first resonant frequency of
the landing gear leg; for the considered simulation, this situation is expected to occur when
the tip speed of the runway simulator approaches the 22 m/s mark. Depicted in Figure 17,
the test rig behavior confirms the expectations, being able to replicate the force command
with minimal delay and no overshoots.

Figure 16. Landing test simulation: introduction of periodical runway irregularities (amplitude 5 mm,
pitch 10 m).

Figure 17. Landing test simulation: dynamic load close to the first LG resonance due to periodical
runway irregularities (amplitude 5 mm, pitch 10 m).
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3.4. Scalability
Although the test bench was designed for a well-determined platform, it is desirable
to verify its scalability to different aircraft configurations or operating conditions. This
objective serves multiple purposes. For once, the aircraft mass at landing is significantly
affected by the amount of remaining fuel, embarked passengers, or unused military equipment, leading to more representative test campaigns, thus more effectively supporting the
definition of prognostic routines for the employed components.
Moreover, the development of a scalable test rig can reduce the cost of testing and
certification of future platforms. Finally, although not foreseen within the boundaries of
this research program, a scalable test-bench could represent the aircraft behavior and thus
the landing gear and E-Brake system operations during challenging conditions such as
crosswind landing. Additional inertia disks required to represent the increased weight of
the aircraft can be easily mounted on the runway simulator, provided that the mechanical
components of the structure are properly sized. The hydraulic system is, on the other hand,
capable of sustaining a modest increase in the aircraft mass, and thus the load, without
significant loss in performance or in functionality. For the executive transport aircraft
under consideration, an additional mass up to 15% of the previously considered value is
considered compatible with an emergency landing executed close to take-off. As depicted
in Figure 18, the test rig is able to reproduce the effects of runway irregularities, even in the
presence of this additional mass.

Figure 18. Verification of the test bench capability to reproduce periodical runway irregularities with
increased aircraft weight (15% increase).

4. Discussion and Conclusions
The E-LISA iron bird has been designed with the double purpose of fulfilling the
certification procedures for a new, fully electrical landing gear system and act as a technological demonstrator for prognostic techniques developed for a few key components.
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As such, the need to closely reproduce a wide array of possible operating conditions including the presence of runway irregularities was assessed as a necessary feature. These
requirements had a direct effect on the test bench architecture and on the definition of its
control system, which involves a real-time simulation model of the aircraft to continuously
compute the force command used by the test rig to reproduce a realistic loading pattern
on the landing gear under analysis. The definition of a novel control scheme, based on
the combination of a simple position control loop with an advanced force control loop
was also required. To support the design of the iron bird and contribute to the definition
of its control laws, a high-fidelity model of the system was prepared according to well
established equations. Simulation results showed that the iron bird control system was
stable, and that its expected performances allowed for the representation of the effects of
runway irregularities on the test-article, although with some limitation. The test bench, in
particular, is expected to be able to successfully replicate the effects of periodical runway
irregularities with an amplitude equal or lower to 6 mm independently from the aircraft
horizontal speed during landing and taxing. Moreover, the system has proven a certain
degree of scalability; simulation results suggests that the system can successfully replicate
the loading conditions on the landing gear leg considering a 30% increase in aircraft weight,
even in the presence of runway irregularities. Further work is required to properly characterize the test rig capability to simulate localized runway defects of different severity and
irregular geometry such as cracks and lobes. Once the test bench is built, further work will
be directed at the proper identification of the dynamic parameters of the simulation model,
the validation of the proposed control scheme, and the experimental verification of the iron
bird performance.
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